
The

SONIC SCOOP
A note from our Co-Founders…
It’s been a while since we sent out a Sonic Scoop, which makes sense — 2020 was a wild year. Last year tested our 
company in unimaginable ways, forcing us to make existential decisions about the future of our business. We are 
forever grateful to our customers and our Sonic Boomers, most of whom persevered and stuck with us through the 
toughest of times — even when we made mistakes and “built the parachute on the way down.” 

The clouds suddenly lifted in 2021, and it surprised us! This year started with a bang. In January, we were acquired 
by Premise Health, the perfect partner to help us fortify our long-term vision. Simultaneously, we launched an 
all-new mobile app and doubled-down on our team, promoting several employees and adding new ones. In fact, 
our Customer Success and Software Engineering Teams are now larger than they’ve ever been, signaling our 
investment in white-glove, consultative service and ongoing innovation. 

Given the success our team demonstrated by working remotely, we decided to remain 100% remote, allowing our 
employees to work from anywhere — and many of them have moved to new states! If 2020 taught us anything, it’s 
that our customers and Sonic Boomers have grit and determination, and we couldn’t be more proud.

Q2 2021

All-new mobile app.  This was released in early 2021, 

and if you haven’t seen it yet, you should check it 

out! Members asked us for an improved mobile 

experience to match our desktop functionality, and 

we’ve delivered just that.

Restyled biometrics (now available on mobile!). 

Members can now sign up for screenings and view 

their results straight from the mobile app, in addition 

to desktop. This is accessible through the My Health 

tab under the member’s profile.

Push notifications on mobile. App users can now be 

notified whenever they’re caught bein’ healthy, 

invited to a contest, or when custom alerts are 

deployed through the admin portal.

Our latest innovations and announcements…
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Updated contest preview. Members can now see 

helpful contest details, such as elimination/qualifying 

rounds and/or add-on goals, at a glance during the 

sign-up process! 

No bugs allowed. We continue to adhere to SBW’s 

zero-bug policy by prioritizing small improvements, 

back-end enhancements and security. All software 

programs have bugs, and we’re committed to eliminating 

ours as quickly as possible. In May 2021, 90% of submitted 

bugs were squashed within two development cycles! (One 

development cycle is equal to one week.) 

Post management. Client admins can now delete any 

Caught Ya or COD posts that may feel inappropriate or 

insensitive to their members.
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Submit your feedback, questions, or comments to social@sbwell.com

The SONIC SCOOP Q2 2021

Coming soon…

Member Spotlight

Stuart Heimdal

Stuart made a conscious choice to change his life, after seeing 

some photos from a New Year’s Eve party that he didn’t 

appreciate. With the support of the Sonic Boom coaching 

program, Stuart lost more than 105 pounds and saw a 

decrease in fibromyalgia flare-ups, as a result. He’s also 

religious with his water and vitamin intake and follows a 

balanced diet throughout the day. Well done, Stuart!

“I’m enjoying a quality of life long forgotten. Simple things, 
like crossing my legs, sleeping through the night, and being 
able to be on my feet all day, have returned and make my life 
so much more enjoyable.”
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Global contest chat feature. Good news! Contest 

participants will soon have the ability to leave 

comments on a global chat, both on desktop and 

mobile. 

Custom Trackers. Members will soon be able to 

build their own custom Tracker, as well as access all 

Trackers within the mobile app.
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Real-time leaderboards.  When a member completes 

and records a contest activity, the leaderboard for that 

contest will update in real time (versus hourly). Let the 

games begin!

New Boomer Bucks catalog.  Keep your eyes peeled 

for an updated look-and-feel to the Boomer Bucks 

catalog.


